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About Your Find Love Report

This report is designed primarily to show someone looking for a new relationship
when such a new relationship is likely to be formed. Whether you are married or
single, you can use this report to determine when a new love interest, love affair, or
marriage is likely to occur.

Any influence over 7 in the Power category is considered powerful and very likely
to  result  in  a  new  relationship,  provided  you  meet  the  specific  criteria  for  each
influence found.  Some influences,  for  example,  are  only for  meeting a  man,  thus
heterosexual males would not benefit from such a connection.

When strong love influences are present,  this  is  the time to safely engage in new
relationships or to expand the scope of your searching. If you are truly ready to meet
someone new when these influences appear, just make yourself available to see the
magic work wonders in your life.

How to Read this Report

The influences found are listed in start  date order starting at  the beginning of the
time  period  specified.  The  start  date  of  any  influence  is  shown,  along  with  how
many days that influence is in effect.

The Power of any influence is shown in the next column. The numbers range from
1 to 10, with 10 being the strongest influence possible. You should pay attention to
any  influence  over  7  in  the  Power  category  since  those  are  likely  to  give  the
strongest results.

The position and card found are listed next, for those who want to research these
influences more. And finally, a brief interpretation of each influence is given.
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Start Date Days Power Position Card Influence

12/25/2015 52 9 Mars

Your charm and animal magnetism are at their strongest now. If you are single and want to attract someone, you will
get everything you want during this period. Try to get clear about excactly what you want before this period begins.
Then, go out and be around others to watch the magic happen.

9/12/2016 365 8 Environment

This is one of the wedding cards. So, if you are single this could fortell your getting married in this year, with a very
fortunate and happy wedding. Even if you don't get married, this card promises popularity and many opportunities to
meet romantic or sexual partners. Have fun!

9/12/2016 365 8 Result

By  your  next  birthday  you  may  find  yourself  involved  with  more  than  one  person  at  the  same  time.  This  is  the
possibility of this influence. If you are single this could mean that you are not yet ready to settle down with one person
and that it is better to just go with the flow of life until you are. If you are in a relationship already, this could cause an
expansion into new territories.

9/12/2016 365 9 Long Range

This influence says that you have a lot of uncertainty and indecision this entire year when it comes to love and romance.
For this reason it could easily represent your having multiple relationships this year, even at the same time. This is your
year of experimentation in love. Do not expect to make important relationship decisions while this is present.

11/3/2016 52 8 Venus

This is the card of the secret love affair, for married and single people. Often this results in an affair with a married
person, or one who must keep it a secret for some reason. Some people are naturally attracted to these kinds of affairs,
while others will seek something more permanent.

9/12/2017 365 8 Environment

This year should be one of satisfaction in your relationship life. This influence can actually mean a fortunate marriage
will occur. A lot depends on your status when you start this year. This is a family building influence, not just one for
lovers or players.

9/12/2017 365 10 Result

This influence guarantees that sometime before your next birthday you will have a significant intimate love relationship.
These sorts of influences usually appear within two months of your next birthday. If you are seeking a significant love
partner, this is as good as it gets!
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12/25/2017 52 7 Mars

This influence indicates your involvement with two or more people. So, if you are single this is an indicator of lots of
relationship activity in your life. Mars tends to make relationships passionate, and sometimes aggressive. It is possible
that this influence could be a mixture of both for you, but involving two or more objects of your affection.

5/31/2018 52 6 VUranus

During this  period you may experience satisfaction in  your  love life,  which for  someone single  would mean a  new
relationship.  This  relationship  may  occur  suddenly  and  unexpectedly  as  Uranus  usually  challenges  us  to  let  go  of
outmoded ideas and ways of being. Be prepared for the unexpected!

12/25/2018 52 7 VMars

This influence promises a love affair during this period, but only for those interested in men. The King of Hearts is the
male lover, just as the Queen of Hearts is the female. Mars promises this will be a passionate affair!

9/12/2019 365 7 Result

This influence presents the possibility of a destined romantic relationship that will occur before your next birthday. This
is by no means a guarantee as it has several other possible meanings. Look for other influences this year to find out how
this might manifest for you.

9/12/2019 365 9 Environment

This could be a good year for relationships and marriage, and the birth of a child if you are not careful. Love, and sex,
are in the air. This is a definite and powerful indicator of a romantic and sexual relationship for single people.

11/3/2019 52 8 Venus

This influence represents uncertainty in love or desiring or having two relationships or lovers at the same time. This
could be exactly what you want or present a problem to you, depending on your situation and attitude towards it. In
general this is a great time to go out and meet new people. You will be successful!

11/3/2019 52 9 Venus

This is one of the most powerful marriage influences that exist. Even if marriage is not in your plans, this could indicate
a very satisfying romantic and sexual relationship. Love is in the air!
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12/25/2019 52 7 VMars

This influence promises a love affair during this period, but only for those interested in men. The King of Hearts is the
male lover, just as the Queen of Hearts is the female. Mars promises this will be a passionate affair!
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